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Webinar One:  
Understanding the Ecosystem: 
Overview of the Ontario 
Healthcare System 
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The purpose of today’s webinar 
● Educate on the relevant elements of the health system and policy 

landscape, and the trends that matter. 

 

● Understand what these factors and trends mean for your sector, 

organization and local health system. 

 

● Gain practical ideas about how to interpret health system dynamics 

and steer your organizations within Ontario’s landscape. 

 

● Reinforce the opportunity for your sector to take leadership.  
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AGENDA 

● Introduction and CEOs Opening Remarks 

● The Canadian Health Care System: The Macro View (20 minutes) 

○ Questions and discussion (10 minutes)  

● Ontario’s Health Care System in Focus (20 minutes) 

○ Questions and discussion (10 minutes)  

● Your Operating Reality – The Funding Environment and its Impact (20 

minutes)  

○ Questions and discussions (10 minutes)  
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CEOs Opening Remarks 

Deborah Simon, OCSA 
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The Canadian Health Care System: 
The Macro View 
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Key Features of the Canadian System 
1. Division of responsibility between the federal and provincial governments with  

evolving federal/provincial dynamics; 

2. A single-tiered, universal system for physician and hospital services; 

3. But, high degrees of private pay for other health services – dental care, eye care, 

drugs, mental health, home and community care. 

4. 13 distinct provincial & territorial health systems with different structures, funding 

levels and priorities. 

5. Overall, in comparison to OECD peers: 

• Strong performance in life expectancy, self-reported health status and premature 

mortality (overall health) 

• Poor / mediocre performance in health system performance (access to care, disease 

management, etc.) 
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Provincial and Federal Government Health 
Care Responsibilities 

Provincial/Territorial Municipal Federal 

• Management, organization, 
and delivery of health care 
services 
 

• Administration of provincial  
health insurance plan (within 
Canada Health Act framework) 
 

• Oversight of municipal role in 
health care 

• Differs by province 
 

• Key role in funding and 
delivery of community, mental 
health, and addictions, and 
prevention services  
 

• Public health 
 

• Providing funding transfers to 
provinces and territories 
 

• National standards for the 
system  
 

• Supporting service delivery to 
First Nations, Inuit, Canadian 
Forces, and other groups 
 

• Other functions - product 
regulation, health research, 
promotion, and prevention 
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Timeline of key healthcare events 

British 
North 

America 
Act passed 

Sask. 
launches 

first 
provincial 
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public 
hospital 

insurance 
plan 

Federal 
government 

passes 
Hospital 

Insurance 
and 

Diagnostic 
Services Act 

Sask. 
creates first 

medical 
insurance 
plan for 

physician 
services 

Federal 
Canada 

Assistance 
Plan 

(matching 
funding) 

The 
Established 
Programs 
Financing 

Act (end to 
cost-

sharing) 

The Canada 
Health Act 

2004 Health 
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Latest 
Health 
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An Evolving FTP Funding Relationship 
pre-1977 

Provincial

Federal

Today 

Provincial

Federal
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Canada has a mixed health care system 
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Canada has high levels of public pay for medical services 
but low levels of public funding for other health services  
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Canada spends more on health care (and has more private 
coverage) than the OECD average 
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How does Canada’s overall health spending break down? 

Total health expenditure: $242 billion (2017) 
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How does our performance stack up? 
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How does our performance stack up? 
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How do our outcomes stack up? 
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But… national measures obscure significant provincial 
variations 
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Questions and Discussion 
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Ontario’s Health Care System 
in Focus 
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Health Care is ~42% of Ontario’s Program Expenditure 
(38% of total spending including interest) 
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Provincial Roles and Responsibilities 

- Selects Minister of Health 

- Sets mandate for Ministry of Health 

- Provides strategic oversight over health portfolio 

- Balances health care investment needs over other priorities 

 

Premier 

- Responsible for day-to-day strategic oversight of Ministry of Health 

- Accountable for Ministry performance (Responsible Government) 

- Final decision-maker at the Ministry of Health 

Minister of Health and Long-Term Care 

- Responsible for implementing government’s health care agenda 

- Provides nonpartisan, expert technical advice to support Minister’s decision-making 

- Stewardship role over health system, including regulatory/policy oversight, funding 
and overseeing LHIN and provincial services, running provincial insurance plan 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 

- Responsible for local-level health service planning and performance 

- Funding of hospitals, home care, long-term care, home and community care 

- Directly delivers some home care through CCAC 

- Broad integration powers 

Local Health Integration Networks 
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How is the Ontario health care system structured 
and organized? 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 

14 Local Health Integration 

Networks 

Hospitals 

Long-term care 

Public Drug 

Program 

OHIP (Docs, Labs…) 

Home care 

Mental health and addictions 

services 

Community support services 

Provincial Programs (Cancer, 

Cardiac, IHFs) 

FHTs, Physicians, Other 

Primary Care 
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What is the role of the LHIN? 

Established to integrate the health system 

and devolve local health care decisions to 

the regional level to:  

• Improve access to high-quality services 

• Coordinate care 

• Better manage healthcare dollars 
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LHINs have almost 2000 HSP funding agreements 
= ~50% of total provincial health expenditure 
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LHINs have almost 2000 HSP funding agreements 
= ~50% of total provincial health expenditure 
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How did the LHIN model evolve? 
- Regionalization of health care is relatively 

new to Ontario 

- LHINs created in 2006 

 

- LHINs have same mandate and legislation, 

but each is distinct 

- Shaped by local context, culture and 

local political landscape. 

- With sub-regions will see greater local 

variability. 
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Trend to regional healthcare: a balancing act 

Regional health 
models exist 

across Canada 

Tension 
between 

devolution and 
centralization –  

 

Provincial, local 
dynamics key 
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What is the state of regionalization today? 

“The formation of LHINs has allowed health service providers, such as 

hospitals, and the home and community sector to better work together 

to find solutions to common health system issues, as a number of 

working groups and committees have been established to address 

common priority areas such as mental health and palliative care. 

However, to fully realize the value of LHINs, both the Ministry of Health 

and Long-Term Care (Ministry) and the LHINs themselves need to better 

ensure that LHINs are meeting their mandate (a fully integrated health 

system).” 

 

Ontario’s Auditor General Report, 2015 
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How are decisions made in practice?  

Scarborough Hospital – Rouge Valley Hospital Amalgamation  
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How are decisions made in practice?  
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Questions and Discussion 
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Your Operating Reality: The Funding 
Environment and Its Impact 
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Since 2010, provinces have been focused on cost containment 
ON: 1.2% growth 2010-2014 
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In particular, constraining hospital expenditure has been a major 
focus in Ontario 
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Funding growth (2012-2017): 
Community program growth outpacing hospitals 
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What are the key healthcare funding dynamics? 

Supply side 

management: resources 

allocated based on 

supply, but demand 

rising 

Growing need for 

services but limited 

capacity 

Providers spend to 

budget 
Accountability for 

evidence-based 

pathways and standards: 

pre-requisites for funding 

\ 

1 
2 

3 
4 
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What do these changing dynamics mean for you? 
 

- Little-to-no base increases, with limited ability to increase salaries 

- Primary care: annual base funding not tied to number of clients 

served 

 

- Staff retention challenging (often losing to acute care) 

 

- Requirement to seek new business models 

 

- Funding tied to volume growth, new services, and greater needs  
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Is 2018 an inflection point? 

● Budgeted healthcare spending  

rebounding  

○ Average 4.7% annual growth 

2017-18 to 2020-21 

 

● Includes base increases for many 

sectors for the first time in 10+ years  

 

● Renewed Health Accord 
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Your work is leading the way… 
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… and you are shaping a system of care that improves 
patient experience 
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Questions and Discussion 
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Thank you 
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